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"The understanding must not be supplied with wings， but 

rather hung with weights， to keep it from leaping and flying円

(No_ 1，104) 

David Dykes 

ベーコンの「新機関」に於る「発見」

デイビッド@夕、、イクス

Sir Francis Bacon is often thought of as one of th巴 foundersof modernism in Western 

science_ It is also possible， however， to see him as a continuer and develop巴rof various traditions 

of non-Socratic science that existed alongside the dominant scholastic learning of the Mediaeval 

and Renaissance periods. Bacon claims to di妊erfrom many other non-Socratics in that he refuses 

to work in the framework of a pre-imagined cosmic system. 1n fact his scientific theory is 1巴ss

original， and his practice considerably more tradition-bound than he would have us beli巴ve.His 

true originality is in his picture ofれprogr巴ss"，which sees an open宇endedadvanc巴inknowl巴dge

producing a similarly open-ended increase in th巴 wealthand power of scienti五callydeveloped 

natlOns. 

1. New !ights for old 

1n textbooks and histories， sir Francis Bacon 

(1561-1626) is generally portrayed as a pioneer figure 

This reputation was established for him by his admir 

ers among the founders of the Royal Society (1660)。

The leaders of the French Enlightenment were simi 

larly enthusiastic about Bacon's calls for open-min 

dedness and independ巴ncefrom the past， while they 

chose to ignore his political authoritarianism. Later 

critics have attacked him for such things as clinging 

to Ptolemaic astronomy， for failing to base his hypo-

theses on mathematics and for believing too readily 

in various kinds of magic. But in the aims he set for 

the sciences， at least on the theoretical level， most 

commenta tors still see one of the great intellectual 

innovations of the age. Bacon's name is a by-word for 

modernityl) 

Bacon might have been moderately happy to hear 

posterity's verdict on him， since， in the years just 

before his death， the prospects of his works bei日g

widely read did not seem good. Many years of search 

ing for sponsors to implement his reforms had met 

with no success. The 1620's saw him feverishly publi 

shing fragments and outlines of his “Great 1nstaura-

tion" of science in the realisation that what he did not 

accomplish himself would most likely never get done. 

His haste can be appreciated from the fact that so 

many of his major works were written simultan巴ously

and finally left unfinished 

Bacon's writings are voluminous and varied 

Her巴 andthere they include passages of palpable 

nons巴nse.Anthony Quinton cites the example from 

the posthumous“Sylva Sylvarum" that :“the heart of 

an ape， worn near the heart， comforteth the heart， and 

increaseth audacity."2) Sometimes， it seems， Bacon 

had more ideas in his head than time to sift them. But 

he is always aware that the true value of his work is 

not in the information he has to impart， but in the 

guid巴lineshe is setting for future inquiry by others 

His other， and bett巴rposthumous book，“The New 

Atlantis"， purv巴ysno information at all， but a vision 

of what might be done in science if only men would 

heed Bacon's suggestions. It describes a Utopia where 

continuous collective research into th巴lawsof nature 

is promoted by an enlightened government. It is 

briskly to the point as well as imaginative : a Brave 

N ew W orld portrayed without a trace of irony. N ot a 

trace， that is， with resp巴ctto the Atlantans them-

selves. For with r巴spectto James l's England "Th巴

N巴wAtlantis" is far from gentle. If the traveller is so 

amazed to長ロdscientific work progressing smoothly 

under 0伍cialswho place the public good above the 
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interests of bribe-paying indivicluals， it is becaus巴 h巴

is not accustomed to such bl巴ssingsin his homeland 

All Utopias are fragile， of course， justas mirrors 

are. Their images are an inverted re琵巴ctionof reality， 

and will never become true because men do not invert 

so easily. Even if a whole rising generation could 

share a single conc巴ptof“the common good" and 

th巴nagree to work towards it， there would still 

remain the problem of what to do with those of th巴

old巴rgeneration who had d巴votedtheir lives to com-

pletely different ideals. Social con乱ictwould be inevi-

table. And in the 1620's， with the 30 Years War raging 

on the Continent， con白ictwas th巴 lastthing any 

politically r巴sponsibleperson wanted to wish on reli 

giously divided England 

But if fear of anarchy pr巴cludedthe setting up of 

New Atlantis巴s，it also work巴d旦gainstgeneral ap-

proval of Bacon's scientific and educational id巴as

even among int巴llectuals.At times Bacon claims that 

the advance towards new kinds of knowledge can 

coexist peacefully with a respect for the old. But his 

very words as he makes the claim are intolerant and 

insulting 

“Th巴reIS no r巳丘sonwhy the arts which are now 

in fashion should not continue to supply matt巴r

for disputation and ornaments for discourse， to 

be employed for the convenienc巴 ofprofessors 

and men of business. 

(NO， 1，128) 

Th巴 professorsin question might find it 1巴ssthan 

amusing that a life's work of s色riousdisput抗 IOn

should s巴rveno better end than providing witty 

anecdotes for use at business negotiations 

Rather than for an immediat巴 large-scaleimpl巴

mentation of his ideas， Bacon was really arguing for 

the minds of scholars and administrators of the 

future. He was thus justified in using all his rhetorical 

skill to make his own proposed reforms seem attrac-

tive， and the ways of th巴 past seem 111巴白cientand 

stultifying. Accordingly， we cannot exp巴ctto find 

exact proportion in his presentation of one or th巴

other. The principle of objectivity often associated 

with Bacon's name applies to descriptions of natural 

phenomena and experiments， not to arguments of 

policy 

2. A Reformation of sciel1ce 

Innovators are often thought of as people who 

are brave enough to cast aside centuries of supersti-

tion and prejudice. Bacon is happy to be seen in this 

kind of way. The frontispiece of th巴“1nstauratio

Magna" shows a ship of discovery boldly sailing out 

between the Pillars of H巴rcules，symbolising the 

geographical and int巴llectuallimits of the classical 

world.3I 

Again， among Bacon's favourit巴 quotationswe find 

the following， which occurs prominently in both “The 

Advancement of Learning" and th色“NovumOrga 

non" It is Livy's description of Al巴xanderundertak-

ing the conquest of Asia 

“Nil aliud quam b巴neausus vana contemnere." 

(“All he did was dare to despise empty fears") 

(AL. 1，5，2. NO， 1，97) 

This imag巴 ofthe scientist as aロopenerof new 

worlds is an inspiring one， but also an insiclious one 

It implies that the scientific past has been static and 

unenterpnsll1g 

1n fact， scholasticism and its derivatives since 

Aquinas had had a very fertile history." The adoption 

of Aristotelian physics by scholars of the 13th cen← 

tury， and the ingenious application of its principles to 

thεChristian faith was a r巴freshingchallenge to the 

transcendentalism of the earlier Middle Ages. Hence 

forth， the forms and causes of things were to be 

studied in conjunction with their material properti巴5

No sooneτhad Aquinas旦chievedthis delicate bal呂nce

between th巴 twotraditions， but Scotus and then 
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Ockham upset it and started questioning whether 

“natural theology" could ever arrive at absolute 

conclusions unaided by reveal巴dreligion. This is 

precisely what Bacon asks， and denies， in “The 

Advancement of Learning"， 2ム1.This left the way 

op日nfor natural philosophy to break free of its 

attachment to r巴ligion，and by the mid 14th century 

thinkers lik巴 Autrecourtwere using logical argu 

ments to prove that absolute c巴rtainty，巴V巴nin phy-

sics， is unattainable if defined in the strictest s巴nse.

Two of the chief characteristics of Renaissance thou-

ght can be largely traced back to this kind of scholas 

tic debate 五rstly，increasing scepticism towards 

theories th旦texplain too much on insu伍cientproof ; 

and sεcondly， the growth of interest in th巴immediate

rather than the ultimate causes of things. These two 

characteristics ar巴 bothstrongly present in Bacon's 

attitude to sci巴nce，as we shall see later. We may 

perhaps sympathise with his criticism of the School 

men's“small variety of reading" (AL， 1，4，5) which 

limited the scope of everything they said. But his 

sw巴epingassertions that Scholastic Aristot巴lianism

fail巴dto d巴velopand bear fruit， and that from its 

start it steadily grew more and more divorced from 

the real facts of life (NO， 1，74)， do not stand up to 

serious examination. 

Bacon entirely， and no doubt deliberately， igno-

res the continuities in the history of Western thought 

He prefers the theory of a kind of“triple leap" 

comprising Greece， Rome and the Renaissance as 

“hop"，“st巴p"and “jump" resp巴ctively，and expressly 

d巴nieseither the Arabs or the Schoolmen any signifi-

cant part in the enterprise. (NO， 1，78) 

This dubious line of argum巴ntis made easier for 

him by the Mediaevals themselves. Ibn Rushd (Aver-

roes)， the 12th century commentator through whom 

the Europe呂nscame to rediscov巴rAristotelian phy-

sics， wrote in a famous preface that Aristotle had not 

only b巴巴nthe first to esta blish physics， logic and 

metaphysics as serious sciences， but that“when his 

works appeared， men turned away from earlier in-

vestigations and no one in fifteen hundred years (had) 

been able to add anything to them that (was) worthy 

of notice."5) This claim is alluded to by Bacon in the 

“Novum Organon"， 1，77， where he speaks of it as 

being“the general opinion" 

One major ground that Bacon ass巴rtsfor his own 

historical importance is that before him few men 

thought of rejecting the past. He compares himself in 

this to Alexander and Columbus (NO， 1，97/92)， whom 

we rem巴mbernot for having don巳 thingsothers were 

incapable of， but for having taken initiatives that 

others had never thought of. But we must not forg巴t

that this is rh巴toric.Even if we agr巴巴 toaccept Bacon' 

s opinion about scholasticism's lack of variety， and 

follow him in regarding it as an intellectual monolith 

badly in n巴巴dof replacement， we cannot seriously 

believe that Bacon dev巴lopedhis r巴formingideas in a 

cultural vacuum 

Though Bacon claims that scholastic Aristotelia-

nism had few opponents and that even fewer of these 

display巴d巴itherstamina or system (NO， 1，81/82)， the 

facts plainly contradict him. The rebel spirits may 

have been a minority， but they had enjoyed wide 

publicity， and still did. Far from lacking stamina， a 

few， like Bruno Giordano， endured martyrdom (1600) 

for their scienti長cbeliefs. Others， like Campanella 

and Galileo， refused to remain sil巴nteven after being 

imprisoned (Campanella， 1594~) or restricted in their 

right to teach (Galileo， 1616~) 

N or was there any lack of system.') On the con-

trary， systems propounded in opposition to Aris匂

totelianism were confusingly num巴rous.The spread 

of Greek and Hebrew scholarship in the 16th century 

l巴dto a revival of the ancient non-Socratic philoso 

phies and then to the birth of several n巴wones守 The

theory of a sun.centred universe was once again 

taken seriously， after c巴nturies of near.oblivion. 

Pythagorean number mysticism inspired Kepler and 

Fludd in th巴irmathematical schem巴sof astronomy 

Archimedes deeply infiuenc巴dGalileo. Various Greek 

beli巴fsabout states of eternal fiux betwe巴nopposite 

forces reappeared in the hot-sun / cold-earth system 

of Tel巴sio.Democritus' doctrine of atoms， vacuums 

and th巴 playof chance was making a timid come-

back， and was soon to find a strong defender in 

Gassendi. J巴wishCabala mysticism introduced new 

forms of Neoplatonism. There were also att巴mptsto 

integrate widely di妊eringreligious and secular tradi-

tions into comprehensive schem巴sof natural knowl-

巴dgeor magic. Campanella's astrologically directed 

world， and Paracelsus' system of natural sympathies 

linking stars， minerals， plants， animals and m巴nare 

two representative examples 

Bacon is aware of most of these traditions， and in 

one place claims to prefer the pre-Socratic Greek 

philosophers to Plato and Aristotl巴 onthe grounds 

that they never sought to open schools for self-glorifi 

cation， but worked away at their investigations“mo-

re silently and sever巴lyand simply" (NO， 1，71) 

But Bacon differs from most of the best known 

anti-scholastic philosoph巴rsof his day in his refusal to 

embrac巴 anyparticular rival scheme of cosmology 

His main criticism of Aristotle is not so much that his 

principles are the wrong on巴s，as that he has no 

business at all to be drawing up th巳五rstprinciples of 

science befor巴 hehas collated individual data 

“There are and can be only two ways of search→ 
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ing into and discov巴ringtruth. The one flies from 

the sens巴sand particulars to the most general 

axioms， and from these principles， the truth of 

which it takes for settled and immovable， proce 

eds to judgement and to the discovery of middle 

axioms. And this way is now in fashion. Th巴

other derives axioms from the senses and parti-

culars， rising by a gradual and unbroken ascent， 

so that it arrives at the most general axioms last 

of all. This is the true way， but as yet untried." 

(NO， 1，19. Cf 1，63/64 and AL 1，5，8.) 

This attack clearly goes beyond the bounds of any 

particular school. Apart from Aristotle， we品ndBa 

con criticising the same kind of overhasty systema← 

tisation in Plato (NO， 1，65巴tc)，Gilbert (NO， 1，64) and 

Paracelsus (AL， 2，ll，3). We should also note his co口一

demnation of the opposite extreme : he criticises 

Democritus' overhasty denial that any systematic 

ord巴T巴xists(NO， 1，62) and th巴New Academy's denial 

that any can be knowable (NO， 1，75) 

Bacon's own starting position， which he never 

properly discusses， seems to be a rather unself-critical 

empiricism. The evidence of the natural world is clear 

enough to persuade us that a principle of order exists， 

but too obscure for us to understand by immediate 

intuition what that order might be. (AL， 2，6，1)7) 

Bacon's mother was an unusually devout Calvin-

ist， and it is sometimes suggested that Bacon's rejec 

tion of scientific authorities is partly Calvinist in 

inspiration8) Just as Calvin's theology placed little 

stress on the role of the Church as a historical Esta-

blishment and took as its starting point the plight of 

the individual man， lost and requiring grace， so 

Bacon's scientific methodology consciously shuns 

existing theory and starts from the assumption that 

men ar巴 ignorantof everything unless guided by 

natur巴

“Man being the servant and interpreter of N a-

ture， can do and understand so much and so much 

only as he has observed in fact or in thought of 

the course of nature. Beyond this he neither 

knows nor can do anything." 

(NO， 1，1) 

What Bacon was aiming at， then， was not a mere 

replacement of one brand of wisdom for another， but 

rather a conscious curbing of human wit， and especia 

lly imagination， as a creati ve agent in the search for 

truth， for: 

“the strength and excellence of the wit has but littl巴

to do in the matter." (Instauratio Magna， Preface) 

3.“The understanding hung with weights" 

Here again， we must be cautious about judging 

Bacon's claims to originality， to be found in the 

Novum Organon 1，122 and elsewhere. Men of most 

schools of thought had long recognised the folly of 

adhering rigidly to too small a set of principles 

However， b巴forepursuing this obj巴ction，it would be 

as well to summarise the main points of Bacon's 

programme for the discovery of nature's laws 

1n the“1nstauratio Magna"， Bacon sp巴aksof the 

total reform of science being accomplished in six， 

partly simultaneous stages 

1. a new division of the sciences 

2. the“N ovum Organon" (directions for the 

interpretation of N atur巴)

3. the Phenomena of the Universe (natural and 

experimental histories) 

4. the Ladder of the 1ntellect (practical detailed 

examples of stage 2) 

5. "Forerunners" (provisional findings awaiting 

con自rmation)

6. th巴“NewPhilosophy" or“Active Science" 

Part one of this unfinished enterprise is represented by 

“The Advancement of L巴arning"(1605) and its Latin 

enlargement“De Augmentis" (1623). Though ultima 

t巴lymodelled on th巴existingscholastic classifications 

of knowledge， Bacon's division differs in several 

ways. It rigorously separates theological and worldly 

sciences. 1t places much more importance on natural 

history and rather less on moral history. It insists that 

the same naturallaws should be sought behind pheno-

m巴nain di旺erentsciences. But perhaps its two most 

challenging assumptions ar巴， firstly， that science 

should constantly be巳xpandinginto new and unex 

plored areas and， secondly， that it should exist as a 

basis for action， not just contemplation. Bacon urges 

the example of the alchemists (though not their lack 

of system !)， who call on scholars to“sell their books， 

and to build furnaces". (AL， 2，10) 

Parts 3 and 5 of the programme never progressed 

far for lack of helpers and， especially， patronage. 1n 

the last years of his life Bacon did produce a handful 

of natural histories on topics such as“Life and Death" 

and “The Winds"， but these were as nothing com 

pared with the list of 130 he suggests in his "Pr巳para-

tive Toward a N atural and Experimental History" 

Together with this list he provides several pag巴sof 

practical directives. N atural history should be as vast 

in scope as the universe itself， omitting nothing on 

account of its uncleanness or pettiness. Accounts 

should be first-hand wh巴repossible. Where not， the 

source of information should be precisely given 

Measurements are to be preferred to estimates. Ex 

periments should be exactly described so as to be 

repeatable. Doubts and unanticipated五ndingsshould 

be highlighted， never concealed. Th巴 wayto resolve 

such probl巴msis by moreτe抗日edexperimenting， not 
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by dispute or appeal to famous authorities. The best 

way to see all these pr巴ceptsactually being applied in 

a cooperative undertaking that expands knowledge 

旦ndyields considerable technical bene五tsis to read 

through“The N巴wAtlantis" 

Th巴 partof the Great Instauration for which 

Bacon is especially remembered is Part 2， represented 

by the “Novum Organon". Just as Aristotle's logical 

works， traditionally called the “Organon"， wer巴 sup-

posed by scholars to supply basic arguing techniques 

which could be applied over the whole scope of his 

scientific treatises， so Bacon's N ew Organon present-

ed basic guidelines， though not for demonstrating so 

much as for discovering 

The di汀巴τ巴ncebetween demonstrating and disco-

vering is important. Aristotle's books of Analytics 

appear to be designed to help debaters argue convin-

cingly the truth of previously established doctrines9J 

If so， the old and new Organons have different pur 

poses and cannot directly be compared. N otice how 

we can rob Bacon's previously quoted words of much 

of their force simply by replacing his word “discove 

ry" with “demonstration" 

“The one (way) flies from the senses and parti 

culars to the most general axioms， and from 

these principles. . . proceeds to judgement and to 

the demonstration悼 Jof middle axioms." 

In teaching (which is what Aristotle is doing) and in 

persuading (which is what readers of the Analytics 

are supposed to be studying)， this kind of deductiv巴

approach to a subject is perfectly defensible. Bacon 

uses it himself in “The Advancement of Learning" 

The charge against Aristotle， then， is essentially 

one of omission. He“demonstrates" what he has 

never properly discovered. Bacon's six-stage pro 

gramme， on the other hand， clearly divides science up 

into ar巴asof discovery (Parts 2 and 3) for the acquisi 

tion of knowledge， and of demonstration (Parts 4 and 

5) for its dissemination and application. Whether this 

division is really absent in Aristotelian science is a 

question that will be touched upon presently 

Bacon's method of discovering scientific truth is 

simple， though very laborious. In modern parlance， it 

boils down to information-gathering and information-

processing. He sees natur呂Ilawsas the logical apexes 

of vast piles of data. The slow but sure way to reach 

them is to: 

“rise from particulars to lesser axioms ; and then 

to middle axioms，. • the true and solid and living 

axioms， on which depend the a任airsand fortunes 

of men; and above them again， last of all， those 

which are indeed the most general ; such， 1 mean， 

as are not abstract， but of which those inter-

mediate axioms are really limitations." 

(NO， 1，104) 

In another， very famous image， we are told that the 

true sci巴ntistresembles neither the ant that mer巴Iy

gath巴rs，nor the spider that spins flimsy cobwebs out 

of its own substance， but the bee that “gathers its 

material from the flowers of the garden and of the 

field， but transforms and digests it by a power of its 

own." (NO， 1，95) 

The“digesting"， we would say“processing"， of 

data involv巴sexamining a given phenomenon in as 

many different occurrences， and und巴ras many sets of 

conditions as possible， and then analysing the tabulat 

ed findings so as to pin-point signi抗cantsimilarities 

and differences， which will be made the object of 

furth巴rresearch. Bacon's inductive researcher will 

thus be in a position to “analyse nature by proper 

rejections and excll1sions ; and then， after a sl1fficient 

nl1mber of問 gatives，come to a conclusion on the 

a伍rmativeinstances." (NO， 1，105) In other words， 

research is a matter of巴liminatingfalse hypotheses 

l1ntil only th巴巴mpiricaltruth 1モmains

To reduce the gap between empirical truth and 

absolute certainty， research conditions have to be 

made as near-perfect as possible. Wide-ranging and 

detailed natural histories ar巴 anecessity. So are 

reliable accounts of previous investigations: these 

should be complete enough to allow other scientists to 

repeat and verify them. Refined experimental skills 

also have to be developed， since“the secrets of nature 

reveal themselves more readily under the vexations 

of art than when they go their own way." (NO， 1，98) 

The Second Part of the“N ovum Organon" con 

sists mainly of an extendedεxample of Baconian 

research (NO， 2，11-20)， followed by numerous sugges 

tions of the kinds of techniques that might most 

readily vex nature into revealing her secrets. The 

example， the closest Bacon ever came to executing 

Part 4 of his programme， is an enquiry into the nature 

of heat. Although his“data"はrikεustoday as un 

regenerat巴IyAristotelian in certain places (as when 

heat and cold are regard巴dthroughout as separate 

phenomena: NO， 2，13，36 etc.)， he does自nallycome out 

with a definition di仔巴rentfrom Aristotle's and sur 

prisingly clos巴 toours: heat is a kind of expansive 

motion. Perhaps Bacon was lucky in the choice of his 

example. If he had taken it from biology or astro-

nomy， his reputation as a practising scientist might 

have collapsed as ql1ickly as Descartes'， who“proved" 

in defence of his Method that blood circulation was 

not caused by the pumping of the heart.10J 

The catalogue of useful experimental techniques， 

with examples of their application， (NO， 2，21-51) is 

also a mixed bag. It includes much that is wise and 

subtle， for example the suggestions for investigating 
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the nature of tides (NO， 2，36)_ But it also abounds in 

the kind of imaginative leaps that Bacon warns 

others about. V巴ryoccasionally， such a leap may 

bring him very closεto an undreamt of truth_ One 

example is when he notices correspondences in the 

shapes of th巴continentson either sid巴ofthe Atlantic 

(NO， 2，27) But more often it lands him in futilities 

such as this one “ the hairs of animals are not 

generally so beautiful and of so vivid a colour as the 

feathers of birds， viz_， because the juices do not自lter

so自nelythrough skin as through quills_" (NO， 2，27) 

To be fair， we should rem巴mberthat Bacon lays 

no claim to infallibility_ 1n any case， as he points out， 

the value of his programme of discovery does not 

depend on the truth of particular data_ His method， in 

the long run， is self-correcting 

“There will be found， no doubt， when my history 

and tables are read， some things in the experi 

ments that are not quite certain， or perhaps that 

are qmt巴false__ _ _ But this is of no consequence， 

for such things must needs happen at first 

they will presεntly， by the discovery of causes 

and axioms， be easily expunged and rejected_" 

(NO， 1，118) 

What is to be judged is not Bacon's observations， but 

the principles behind his method， which he summari 

ses for us (NO， 1，130) in two maxims 

1 “to lay aside received opinions and notions" 

2 “to refrain the mind for a tim巴 fromthe 

highest generalisations， and those next to 

them_" 

4。“Altogethera pioneer"(?) 

One reason why Bacon is irritating to 20th c巴n-

tury readers is that he is lacking in “author's modes-

ty"_ We have already seen him compare himself with 

Alexander and Columbus_ Even his occasional out-

bursts of“humility" have a way of becoming self 

pralse 

“If there be any that despond， let them look at 

me， that being of all men of my time the most 

busied in a百airsof state， and a man of health not 

very strong (whereby much time is lost)， and in 

this course altogether a pioneer， following in no 

man's track nor sharing these counsels with 

anyone， have nevertheless by resolutely entering 

on the tru巴 road，and submitting my mind to 

Things， advanced th巴sematters， as 1 suppose， 

some little way_" 

(NO， 1，113) 

Perhaps a man like Bacon， who achieved so 

many things in so many areas of life， has a real right 

to speak this way_ Our purpose is only to point out 

that many of his writings， in particular the First Part 

of the “N ovum Organonぺroutinelymagnify Bacon's 

own achievements while distorting and belittling 

those of others 

With this in mind， we may question the originali 

ty of both of the two maxims quoted above as being 

th巴 coreof Bacon's method_ We may also question 

whether Bacon always remains true to them himself 

The maxim of“laying aside received opinions"， 

as has already been said in section two， is a common 

place of the age_ Let us also not巴inpassing that one 

of the characteristic ways Aristotle has of introduc-

ing a discussion is to mention what previous philo 

sophers hav巴 saidon a topic， and then refute i t by 

appealing to experience or intuition11) This is not 

quite the same as what Bacon means， but nor is it 

entirely different 

1n practice， Bacon himself often fails to discard 

the preconceptions of earlier thinkers_ And some of 

his attacks on new altemative th巴ories，especially 

those of Copemicus and Gilbert， place him in the 

reactionary camp_ Admittedly， it is only hindsight 

tha t tells us this 

Taking the second， and mor巴 importantmaxim， 

that of refraining from premature g巴neralisations，we 

must certainly allow that most of Bacon's pr巴deces

sors had transgress巴dagainst it. Nevertheless， it is 

possible to長ndcases b巴foreBacon of meticulous 

observation leading to unprejudiced findings_ Mathe 

matically based research (of which Bacon is suspi-

cious， however : NO， 1，80) provides th巴cl巴arestexam-

ples. The dispute about the perfect sphericality of the 

moon， which follow巴dthe appearance of Galile口、
“Sidereus Nuncius" in 1610， was essentially a debate 

on whether observation should have precedence over 

traditional truths_ Galileo's investigations into accel-

eration of balls on an inclined plan巴， and his father's 

work in correlating musical pitch with string length 

and tension且refurther examples.12) 

But once again， let us not巴 thatthe germ of 

Bacon's idea can easily enough b巴foundin Aristotle， 

in spite of Bacon's loud claim to the contrary in the 

“Novum Organon"， 1，63 

h日 didnot consult experience， as he should 

have done， for the purpose of framing his deci 

sions and axioms， but having first detennined the 

question according to his will， he then resorts to 

expenenc巴

N ow Aristotle does undeniably have this inclination， 

as we see in the “Generatio Animalium" where the 

“hot"，“nobl巴" and “formative" male principle is 

superior to the“cold"，“base" and “inert" female 

one.13) But the“Historia Animaliumぺcompiledby 

Aristotle's school if not necessarily by hims巴lf，is an 

example of comparative objectivity. It opens with a 
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sweeping review of various types of animals : runners， 

creepers， swimmers， fliers; social， gregarious， soli-

tary; day animals， night animals ; blooded， bloodless; 

egg-laying， viviparous. The aim of this opening is not 

to argu巴forsome preconceived classification scheme， 

but to illustrate the fact that all the more obvious 

categories ov巴rlap.In face of such confusion， the 

edjtor resorts to proto-Baconianism. His aim will be 

“to determine first of all the di妊erencesthat exist 

and the actual facts in the case of all of them 

Having done this， we must attempt to discover 

the causes. And， after all， this is the natural 

method of procedure -to do this only after we 

have before us the ascertained facts about each 

item， for this will give us a clear indication of the 

subjects with which our exposition is to be con-

cerned and the principles upon which it must be 
based."14) 

These are mer巴wordsof course， and it is possible to 

maintain， with Bacon， that Aristotle “determined the 

question"beforehand. But it could equally well be 

argued that Bacon determined in advance the result 

of his own investigation of heat in the“Novum 

Organon"， Part 2. It is even quite likely that he did. 

The“Historia Animalium" is not an isolated 

case. The “Meteorologica"， dealing with atmospheric 

phenomena， is clearly based on systematic observa 

tions of nature， and the psychological treatises appeal 

frequently to common experience. If we contrast 

Aristotle with the more transcendental Plato， it is 

even possible， with a little licence， to place him at the 

head of an empirical tendency in philosophy， of which 

Bacon is the heir. 

Thus， if we penetrate the surface of Bacon's 

rhetoric， we find that his methodological principles in 

themselves are far from new 

5. The fruits of tradition 

One final claim of Bacon's must be qualified 

before we pass to a conclusion. Bacon promises 

mankind a new science characterised by light and 

fruit. By “light" he means pure knowledge and by 

“fruit" useful technical applications. (NO， 1，121 etc.) 

The “N ew Atlantis" shows an ideal world whose 

main organising principle is the gaining of this light 

and fruit. In contrast， scholastic Aristotelianism brin-

gs darkness and sterility 

when the rational and dogmatic sciences 

began， the discovery of useful works came to an 

end." 

(NO， 1，85) 

It is true， no doubt， that the dominance of Aris-

totelianism held up the advance of practical science 

in many respects. But it is not true that it had no 

useful contributions of its own to make. Aristotle's 

great strength as a practical scientist was in biology， 

a field Bacon is not at home in. Aristotle's analysis of 

anatomical and behavioural phenomena in terms of 

th巴irassumed purpose helped shape much later con-

cepts of evolution， organic growth and education. But 

the same kind of approach to scientific investigation 

in Bacon's time was as productive in physiology as 

the m巴thodsof experimentation and measurement 

were in physics and astronomy. Let us take the exam-

ple of William Harvey.15) Besides being the most 

successful English researcher of the age (in terms of 

results)， he was also Bacon's personal medical consul-

tant. His discovery of the circulation of blood was 

announced in 1616. In th巴“NovumOrganon" (1620) 

Harvey's name is conspicuously absent 

Harvey once told John Aubrey that for a sound 

education he should “go to the Fountain-head， and 

read Aristotle， Cicero， Avicenna， and did call the 

Neoteriques shit-br巴巴ches".Therefore， we need not be 

surprised to hear that his philosophy differed from 

Bacon's: 

“He had been physician to the Lord Chancellor 

Bacon， whom he esteemed much for his wit and 

style， but would not allow to be a Philosopher.川6)

Harvey did not see the Aristotelian sciences， as 

Bacon put it，“thriving most under their first founder， 

and then declining." (NO， 1，74) For him， Aristotelia 

nism was a valuable base to build upon， though he 

accepted that it required modifications in the light of 

recent anatomical findings. Harvey himself was conti 

nually engaged in dissection experiments. Among 

other research， he repeated Aristotl巴'sstudies of 

chick embryos.17) 

lt was essentially the Aristotelian scientific me-

thod that led Harvey to envisage the possibility of 

blood circulation 川 Startingfrom ltalian discoveries 

of the imporosity of the inner walls of the heart and 

the presence of valves in the veins， he simply asked: 

what are these things for? Bacon specifically con-

demns this kind of explanation by “final causes" : it 

“rather corrupts than advances the sciences， except 

such as have to do with human action." (NO， 2，2) But 

it is frankly difficult to see Bacon's data-correlation 

method working in this instance， since the principle 

datum of all， the日owdirection of the blood in a living 

body， could not be independently ascertained in th巴

17th century. An imaginative leap was necessary 

It would be nonsense to suggest that Harvey was 

a typical Aristotelian of his day. He was an original 

thinker who dissociated himself from received teach令

ings when persuaded to by powerful evidence. He was 

up to date with the most modern advances in anat-

omy. But if he was far from being one of the carica 
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ture Aristote1ians that Bacon 10ves to write about， he 

was a1so a very 10ng way from being a self-sure 

Baconian. Aubrey hints as much : 

“Why， had he been stiff， starched， and retired， as 

other forma1 doctors are， he had known no more 

than they. From the meanest person， in some 

way， or other， the 1earnedst man may 1earn some-

thing. Pride has been one of the greatest stoppers 

of the Advancement 01 Learning."19) 

6. The rhetoric of discovery 

It may seem that this essay has attempted to strip 

Bacon rather too bare of his reputation as an innova-

tor目 Thisis because we have been considering him 

pure1y as a theoriser， whereas in fact he was a1so a 

propagandist. Harvey had some justification in not 

allowing him to be a great Phi1osopher. He is too 

巴rraticand uneven. He starts many books and finishes 

few. In some areas he is overcredu1ous， in others 

need1ess1y negative目 Despitehis calls for scientific 

cooperation， he works a1one， and does not acknow1-

edge other peop1e's e百ortsin the way Ga1i1eo does. He 

criticises the natura1 histories of the past for not 

presenting their contents “du1y investigated， veri五ed，

counted， weighed or measured" (NO， 1，98)， yet never 

pub1ishes quantified accounts of his own experiments. 

Even his mode1 investigation of heat re1ies entire1y on 

such vague terms as“hotter"，“co1derぺ“becomehot" 

and “become co1d". Contrast this not just with 

Ga1i1eo， but with Aristot1e's carefu1 diagrams of rain-

bows in the “Meteoro1ogica".2O) 

But Harvey was a1so right to esteem Bacon for 

his “wit and sty1e". Odd1y， these are accomp1ishments 

that Bacon claims not to rate high1y : "The strength 

and excellence of the wit has but 1itt1e to do in the 

matter." (Instauratio Magna， Pr巴face)“Here，there-

fore， is the first distemper of 1earning， when men 

study words and not matter. • ." (AL， 1ム3)But in fact， 

wit and words are of great practica1 importance， as 

Bacon， the 1ife-1ong professiona1 1awyer and parlia-

mentarian， is well aware. 

Rh巴toric，in the classica1 tradition， was a means 

for producing or preventing change in public 1ife. This 

was still he1d to be its purpose in Bacon's day. Mark 

Antony's“Friends， Romans， Countrymen" speech was 

written in his 1ifetime. Bacon was a man of enormous 

e1oquence， who app1ied his skill with words to the 

hard task of changing attitudes. His audience were 

not so much the full苧timeacademics， but the wealthy 

and ru1ing class in genera1， and po1itica1 office-ho1ders 

in particu1ar. That is why， in the “N ew At1antis"， he 

is at pains to make his mode1 state not just wise， but 

wea1thy， peacefu1 and prosperous. 

Intricate tab1es of data 1eading to precise conclu-

sions do not necessari1y make the best rhetoric. This 

is perhaps one reason why Bacon avoids them. 

Instead， he conveys the main ideas of his method in 

subt1y intoxicating imagery. The images often suc-

ceed precise1y because they go unrecognised. Scho1as-

ticism“fties" from the senses and particu1ars to the 

most genera1 axioms: this is the myth of Icarus， which 

recurs repeated1y in the“Novum Organon"， though 

never by name. 1 have chosen it for the tit1e of this 

essay. A contrasting image is the mountain of know1-

edge， and the true path “rising by a gradua1 and 

unbroken ascent， so that it arrives at the most gen巴ra1

axioms 1ast of all". Though exp1icit1y describing 

data-processing， Bacon is a1so using 1anguage that 

evokes mora1 excellence and civic achievement 

The theme that comes across most strong1y to 

th巴 readerof Bacon's scientific works is that of 

progress， especially socia1 progress. In Aristotl巴's

works， physics and metaphysics he1p us to understand 

our p1ace in the world， far removed from either the 

highest or the 10west classes of being， and to find 

peace from contemp1ating the great who1巴 ofwhich 

we are part. But in Bacon， the ends of the sca1e are 

unknown. Or， if we know them， we know them as 

words on1y， not as experienced realities. Contemp1a-

tion is impossib1e except to visionaries. Life is a 

matter of advancing in search 

As men find new rea1ms to discover -across the 

ocean， in space， or simp1y hidden by the roadside -

they a1so accumu1ate new powers， riches and com-

forts. Another great attraction of Bacon's rhetoric is 

that it promises “fruit-bearing" discoveries to follow 

the “1ight-bearing" ones. Indeed， the“五rst-fruits"are 

promised 10ng before perfect 1ight is attained 

From Bacon's prose we fee1 a sense that Know1-

edge and Power are the same (NO， 1，3)， just as the 

16th century voyages of discovery had simu1taneous1y 

been voyages of treasure-seeking. 

Images of mora1 and socia1 improvement were 

fami1iar to the peop1e of the Renaissance age目 They

were the 1egacy of Greece and Rome. But for these 

old images to be associated with id巴asof money and 

power was 1ess conventional. Machiavelli， whom 

Bacon admired， was still something of a forbidden 

author. Bacon's“Essays" were among the ear1iest 

respectab1e books in Eng1and to show his clear 

inftuence. 

The great surge in Bacon's popu1arity after the 

1660 Restoration doubtless had something to do with 

the fact of an English king trying to create， on the 

French mod巴1，a nationa1 ideo1ogy that combined 

ost巴ntatiouswea1th， centra1ised power and stat巴苧

protected cu1ture， as symbo1ised in institutions 1ike 

the Roya1 Society 
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Bacon's vision of自rmlydirected progress was 

embraced by the governing classes of this reborn but 

fragile monarchy. Ideas that encouraged unity and 

prosperity were in demand after twenty years of civil 

strife. Unfortunately， Bacon could 0任erno very pre-

cise method for discovering how this new concentra-

tion of power and science was to be controlled for the 

general good of nations. Instead， he leaves us his 

optimism: 

“Only let the human race recover that right over 

nature which belongs to it by divine b巴quest，and 

let power be given it; the true exercise thereof 

will be governed by sound reason and true reli-

glOn 

(NO， 1，l29) 

-Charles II and Louis XIV would no doubt 

agree. 
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